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The future for affective-social education is now. The cost

measured in terms of human loss demands immediate action. Our record to

date, however, has been one of "fits and starts", instead of an overall

holistic undertaking. Many students, teachers, and parents apparently

need training in affective-social skill development. Many people are

hesitant-to make the commitment for change. At our fingertips we have

most of the ingredients (e.g., mini-theories, curricular packages,

teacher in-service, and parent effectiveness programs) for a Comprehensive

Affective-Social Educational System (CASES). We must take a risk, seize

the opportunity, and build for future human competencies.

The Human Social System

A heuristic model for viewing the student has been developed

and researched by Barclay (1964;1976). He has built a strong case for

viewing an individual student in terms of three dimensions: (1) neer

support, (2) teacher expectations, and (3) self-competency, Each of

these three dimensions have been carefully developed and investigated

by Barclay and by other sets of researchers. The findings over and over

show the dimensions are important, they do interrelate, and they can be

merged to predict subsequent performance, i.e., "dropout" (Barclay, 1966)

or academic achievement (Barclay, Covert, Scott & Stilwell, 1975).
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The Barclay model for viewing a student is heuristic for

viewing the other constituents in the educational system. In the case

of the student, we can identify four vectors. Three are "input" vectors

(peer-support, teacher expectations, and an experienced self-competency)

which focus upon an epicenter. We will call the epicenter "real self" or

"self of the moment". The fourth or "output" vector which is called

"nerf:Jrmance" emanates from the coicenter. must add two provisos:

(1) (nxerienced self-comnetenc4 means that in each moment of lifE the

child gains from interactions with the environment and as a result the

child's self-competency gains; (2) performance means a wide range of

behaviors (e.g., scores on an achievement test, creating an object d'art,

or acting out the "class-clown" role). These four vectors can also be

found relating to teachers and to parents.

For the classroom teacher in their "real teacher" role, three

vectors p'Dint toward an epicenter and the fourth vector impinges upon

the student. As "innut" to the teacher we have colleague supnort (analgous

to neer ou)irt), nrinciral's ratings (which are analogous to teacher

expectations), and experienced self-competency (as a person and as a

teacher). These three "input" vectors merge and prnduce expectations,

management techniques, and judgements.

For the parents we see a similar four-vector model. As input

to the parent(s)' performance related to their child, we have familial

support ("old" peer-support) which is probably something like "in tact"

or "not in-tact", societal expetations (old teacher and principal

expectations) which relate to high or low socioeconomic status (e.g.,

Moynihan,1965), and experienced parent which relate to success in school
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and in child-rearing). In our conceptualization we suspect that these

three vectors interact at the parent(s)' epicenter and produce "parental

suT;rort" uPon the child's school performance (Kifer, 1975).

Thus, theze three constituencos interact in a viabLe, cxcitinc,

and often prblemmatic manner. Vie can plot the student, parent, and

teacher on a triangle whose sides represent relationshis; the intensity,

quality, and competency of thich apear to vary dramatically. On two

sides Pf the triang3 e, the teacher and the r.arent(s) exert theip

"nroductivity vectors" and try to influence the child's performance.

the third side, and too frequently the weakest side, the link between

teacher and parent is often judgmental or non-xistant. Barclay, Stilwll

and Barclay (1972) found that children were judged by their teacher and

by their peers in terms of the father's occunation. Often, unfortunately,

the "father's job" line of the school record card is the only relationship

between teacher and parent. Something has got to be done!

These three constituencies can be viewed as a system. :;tudent,

teachers, and parents are at the same time independent and interdepcndent

which allows them to function as if they were a system (.Zyan, 1973; Silvern,

1976). Together as a whole, these three constituents, Produce a sum which

is greater than their respective, individual Parts. We must try tn

consider them together rather than as separate, manageable units.

Now is the time for all of us who are concerned about children

to "get our act together". So much of the past research has been tinkering

with the ecology of elementary education. Sets of researchers have "majored"

in principals, in teachers, in students, in socioeconomic level, or in

families. Each set of researchers has claimed their portion of the
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achievement variance! Instead of the "bits and pieces" or "cut and fill"

a,pproaches, we must undertake a coordinated, managed, and integrated

system which has been designed to benefit the three constituencies--

students, teachcrs, and Parentswho are involved in education.

lanagement -f Affective :3ceial Aucatin

Somebdy has to be "in charge". We will call that person the

"Program :anarer" and suggest that an effective is rarely seen and

rary7_y hr_ard!

r.:gram Y.anager who is .cmmitted to educational-, and

institutiinal-change still has three challenges which are near1y

overwhelming: (1) How can we work effectively and meaningfully with the

social system represented by students, teachers, and parents? (2) How can

we raaxisiz' ur physical, financial, and human resources which are

available in the community for an affective-social educatin Program? anj,

(3) How can we integrate the social system, the management system, and the

host system in a humanly manner? These arc difficult questions t.; answr

come:,lete2y (e.g., Keirsey & Bates, 1973; Hayman & Napier, 1975). Indeed,

any answ.r must be ;2robablistic since we are working with a viable, changing

social system.

:-Lsewhere we have developed a general model for the management

of educational-, social, and inStitutional-change (Stilwell, 1976a) and

two specific anplications for career education (annebach & tilwell, 1974)

and for affective education (Stilwell, 19761)). In the general model seven

independent and interdependent functions have been identified: (1) obtain

community suni)rt; (2) perform needs assessment; (3) specify goals and

objectives; (4) select/create program materials; (5) prepare for program
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installation; (6) implement program; and (7) evaluate program. In CAE!;

we have modified many of the subsystems to meet the more comprehensive

needs of the three constituencies.

)ses ',f CA:;

A system can be develol:ed to reach five affectivp-sciai prigram

goals: (I) identify nc,eds for members of each of the three cnstituencies

and for the community; (2) specify with each constituent their apropriate

student-, teacher-, and/or parent-goals; (3) select or2timal strategies t:

facilitate r:::achinFr, their unique goals; (4) evaluate inPlividual and gr_:up

a,.; well as 1-)gram effectiveness; and (5) disseminate materials

to the constituencies by way of Problem-prevention.

The .;ystern

The m:Alel described by the system can be used in a variety of

program.7. Ylyria (:1) recently completed a three-year Project in which

many of the comprehensive system aotivities were implemented (Strnad,

Preese, Arnandez, Jones & 2mith, 1 975). The most recent undertaing, and

a very cl,:se ap-:.reximatin to CASES, is the !:.`31PL Title III Program in

tuttgart (A:R). In this project teams of teachers have been trained with

relationship skills, .parents have been participating in group experiences,

and three times a week the students have been involved in "The Circle". A

full renort on this program will be given tomorrow (e.g., Stilwell, 1977).

The CASS model does not, however, have to be limited to federally funded

programs. Cederburg (WI) and Louisville (KY) are undertaking the model

with internal funds. In this time of financial restraint, we have to

adjust our priorities, our budgets, and our work schedules to meet the

evolving demands upon our educational sytems (Stilwell, 1976a). Indeed,
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the model is just that, "a model" which can be adapted and integrated over

a long period of time. Figure 1 lists the subsystems for CASES. Each

function will be briefly discussed.

)P,TAIN INVflIAVNT (1.0). The first function emphasizes

Jrganizati7m, ,,lanning and c,,mmitment from administrators, teachers, parents,

and even the children. The full function has five subsystems which are

listed and further analyzed in Figure 1.

AFFT'CTIVCIAL NEFD.7, (2.J). The collection of needs

ass(.ssment data must reflect the three constituences served by CASES

(i.e., students, teachers, and parents). Further the kind of data collected

must be broa.d-based and, minimally, Psychometric, observational, and

structured-interview. The theme of this needs assessment is to collect

inf)rmation which "uses the same metric" or can be integrated into a

comm:m Paradigm. Prom the collected data it should be possible to "man"

constituent groups and tD identify "high risk" individuals (students,

teachers, and parents).

In addition to the assessment of the social system related to

the student (i.e., students, teachers, and parents), the needs assessment

function specifies identification and assessment of other human, physical,

and financial resources. All too frequently programs appear to be

undertaken in the school without organizing the community service agencies.

SPECIFY AFFECTIVE-SOCIAL EDUCATIONAL GOALS (3.0). This third

function is highly intractive. Goal statements can be generated and
v-

reviewed by three levels of participants (i.e., sponsors, constituent

groups, or individuals). We want to promote self-management or responsible

actions which can be facilitate by shared goal specification.
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Goal2 suggest objectives. ;(1cently the t.rend seems tuward

fewer bjectives rather than a myriad. This trend is certainly welcome!

nn each level an effort must be made to insure that ubjectives are

articulated within a neeri
. area and that bjectives are integrated within

the student-, teachcr-, and parent-social system. The task of articulation

and integratil)n is ri-.)t easy, but the process is communicatirins and

relatinshin and the nrJduct is greater self-management fr each member

of thc c nstituencies. ';.e value bDth the 1-;rcess and i:rJduct :,utc.,mes in

this functi-:n.

1;.ATIAL3 (h.0). .:_.arlier in this racr we

said mDst the ingredients for a comrehensive affective-social educati:mal

system are available. believe this function will help us make an

accounting of those Irograms which are available, which need to be

midificd, and which need to be created. From time to time in our production

of curricular materials for students we forget that teachers and parents are

als,) constituents in the educati,onal social system. Kids have all the fun,

but possibly some teachers and other parents need or want to have some fun

too! The detail for this function is listed in Table 1.

PR7Z.A1 1;'F? CA573 INSTALLATION (5.0). Heretofore the planning on

a management level has occurred, comprehensive assessment has been described,

goals have been specified, and curricular materials have been developed for

CA5F3. The actual agents of change (e.g., teachers, parents, social workers,

psychologists, and counselors) need massive preparation experiences through

workshops, simulations, and consultations. For too long we have had

professionals" guarding carefullytheir domains. CASES obliges these

men and women to lower their barriers so that pro,fessional-to-professional,
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professional-to-client, and professional-to-paraprofessional communications

occur without reservation or restraint (Stilwell & Santoro, 1976).

INPLE11ENT CASES (6.0). Once all the groundwork has been laid

CASES can proceed in its most holistic manner. Within this "go" function

the "nuts and bolts" of change occur. People interact. Data are collected.

The full excitement and drama of CASES occur in this function.

EVALUATE CASES (7.0). Our model for CASES depicts internal and

external evaluation. Roth evaluations are important to the revision of

the. system and to the imcroved p.erformance of constituents and participants.

Our internal evaluation deals with the changes by our various

constituents. On the mDst sensitive level we want to become accountable

for what is or is not occurring in the cases of individual or groups of

constituents. These data are of two types: immediate impact (short term

change) and long term impact (follow-up). Both kinds of data can help

imprive the quality information in an intervention reference system.

Further we would want to keep track of how well our constituents perforilied

as a result of their contact with outside agencies. Yhat information is

a1130 integrated into the reference system. This internal evaluation must

occur on a continuous basis.

Our ext,:rnal evaluation occurs periodically. In addition to the

monitoring activities found in the continuous evaluation subsystem, CASE

program managers must provide data to the external funding agencies (if

any) and to "consumer groups" (taxpayers, constituents). An attempt should

be made to enlist "friendly adversaries" who will both support and probe

CASES. Accountability can be sharpened by these periodic external

evaluations.
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Summary

Each school system can develop its own reasons for acting on

affective-social education now. Any delay potentially has a cost to

students, teachers, and parents in terms of their success, satisfaction,

and happiness. We should act now. In CASES we see these advantages:

1) the overall system is develormental so that information and

experience build upon each other in a recorded manner. In

CASES we are promoting the use of a "common metric" or a common

set of terms to facilitate communications;

2) the use of indigenous resources (human, physical, and

financial) can produce many social and community system changes.

Teachers can become more involved in planning and decision-making.

At the same time parents can become more involved by using the

school building for life-long learning programs and for cemmunity

group meetings. t:ie see teachers, counselors, rsychologists, social

workers, paraprofessionals, parents, and students functioning as

change agents;

3) the system is not expensive. Many school systems employ the

necessary people, collect the appropriate data, and provide for

in-service training;

4) accountability is built into the system. Assessment data on

the three constituencies help create a matrix for predicting and

evaluating change in the human social system. The data further

provide optimal ("best way") information for intervention selection,

for long range planning, and for dissemination; and,

5) relationship and communications skills are developed and

practiced by all participants in CASES. The elixir for CASES is

communications; the experiences will help each participant

1 0
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throughout their life.

We have a unique opportunity to take from "the best", integrate

them into a taxonomy (Barclay, 1976, 1977), and design a. coordinated,

holistic system so the affective activities for students, the in-service

training programs for teachers, and the. educational groups for parents

occur in a complementary manner. In John Kennedy's. words, "All the boats

will rise with the tide" (so will all the participants in CASES).



Table 1: Comprehensive Affective-Social Educational

System (CASES)'s Functions and Subsystems

1.0 OBTAIN COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
1.1 Obtain board/administrative commitment
1.2 Organize key groups

1.2.1 Contact, teachers' union
1.2.2 Contact parent and neighborhood groups
1.2.3 Contact sources of external funding
1,2.4 Develop management teams

1.3 Develop awareness for affective-social education
1.3.1 Stimulate constituencies' awareness
1.3.1.1 Invite teachers to workshops
1.3.1.2 Explore possibility with parents
1.3.1.3 Discuss possibility with students
1.3.2 Contact major media

1.4 Explore other programs
1.4.1 Consider in-service traiaing programs
1.4.2 Consider family management or parenting programs
1.4.3 Consider curricular packages
1.4.4 Visit on-going programs

1.5 Refine purpose for CASES
1.5.1 Decide to abandon the Program
1.5.2 Decide to continue with CASES
1.5.3 Develop guidelines for participants

2.0 ASSESS AFFECTIVE-SOCIAL NEEDS
2.1 Select/develop psychometrics

2.1.1 Prepare student materials
2.1.2 Prepare teacher materials
2.1.3 Prepare parent materials

2.2 Select/develop observation materials
2.2.1 Prepare student materials
2.2.2 Prepare teacher materials
2.2.3 Prepare parent materials

2.3 Select/develop interview protocols
2.3.1 Prepare student materials
2.3.2 Prepare teacher materials
2.3.3 i'repare parent materials

2.4 Administer assessment program
2.4.1 Organize assessment teams
2.4.2 Train observerz,
2.4-3 Train interviewers
2.4.4 Collect data

2.5 Integrate affective-social data
2.5.1 "Map" data for constituent groups
2.5.2 Indicate "high risk" individuals

2,6 Inventory resources
2.6.1 Identify change agents
2.6.1.1 Specify agents for students
2.6.1.2 Specify agents for teachers
2.6.1.3 Specify agents for parents
2.6.2 Identify financial resources
2.6.2..1 Specify district funds
2.6.2.2 Specify state funds
2.6.2.3 Specify federal funds

12
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2.6.3 Identify physical resources
2.6.3.1 Specify meeting places
2.6.3.2 Specify equipment

3.0 SPECIFY AFFECTIVE-SOCIAL EDUCATIONAL GOALS
3.1 Develop goals statements

3.1.1 Prepare for sponsors
3.1.2 Prepare for constituents
3.1.3 i'repare for individuals

3.2 Prepare program milestones
3.2.1, Select minimum criteria
3.2.2 Specify schedules
3.2.3 Develop "go/nogo" decision rules

3.3 Specify CASES product objectives
3.3.1 Prepare articulated/integrated objectives
3.3.1.1 Preare for constituencies
3.3.1.2 Prepare for individuals

5.4 Revise objectives as needed

4.0 SEL.CT/CREATF P:'iOGRAn MATERIALS
4.1 Consider materialS for constituents

4.1.1 Select/create student materials
4.1.2 Select/create teacher materials
4.1.3 Select/create parent materials

4.2 Adopt programs
4.2.1 Reject program materials
4.2.2 Adopt materials

4.3 Adapt Rrograms
4.3.1 Reject program materials
4.3.2 Revise program materials
4.3.3 Accept revised materials

4.4 Create programs
4.4.1 Create materials
4.4.2 Assess materials
4./-1.3 Reject created materials
4.4.4 Revise created materials
4.4.5 Accept revised materials

4.5 Develop decision rules for materials useage

5.0 PREPARE FOP CASES INSTALLATION
5.1 Orient change agents
5.2 Organize teams by constituencies

5.2.1 Use learning teams for students
5.2.2 Use consultant teams for teacher6
5.2.3 Use child/family study teams for parents

5.3 Conduct in-service training for teams
5.3.1 Use consultants
5.3.2 Use simulations
5.3.3 Use common language
5.3.4 Use "common metric"

5.4. Revise team compositions
5.5 Train non-change agents for maintenance

5.5.1 Enlist/train paraprofessionals

5.5.2 Enlist/train poor supporters
5.5.3 Enlist/train additional teachers
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6.0 IMPLEMENT CASES
6.1 Maintain continuous in-service training
6.2 Select affective-social strategies

6.2.1 Match needs/objectives
6.2.1.1 Match for constituencies
6.2.1.2 Match for individuals
6.2.2 Consider affective-social stratcTies
6.2.2.1 Rank alternatives
6.2.2.2 Select primary st-
6.2.2.3 Specify "back-up'
6.2.2.4 Specify monitori.
6.2.2.4. 1 List change agent lupunsibilities
6.2.2.4.2 Specify milestones
6.2.2.4.2 Specify outcomes
6.2.2.5 Revise as needed

6.3 Implement primary strategy
6.4 Maintain performance level

7.0 EVALUATE CASES
7.1 Conduct internal evaluations

7.1.1 Collect immediate impact data
7.1.1.1 Administer assessment program
7.1.1.1.1 Use psychometrics
7.1.1.1.2 Use observations
7.1.1.1.3 Use interviews
7.1.1.2 Compare objectives/data
7.1.1.3 Revise affective-social strategy
7.1.1.4 Recommend "back-up" strategY
7.1.2 Collect long range impact data
7.1.2.1 Use strategy completion data
7.1.2.2 Use strategy failure data

7.2 Maintain CASES Reference System
7.2.1 Use assessment/objective/strategy data
7.2.2 Disseminate probability data
7.2.2.1 Use for in-service training
7.2.2.2 Use for selecting "best" strategy
7.2.3 Maintain referral system
7.2.3.1 Identify outside agencies
7.2.3.2 Collect "consumer ratings"
7.2.3.3 Evaluate agencies for services

7.3 Conduct external evaluations
7.4 Analyze/report results

7.4.1 Disseminate results within program
7.4.2 Disseminate results within community
7.4-3 Disseminate results to ERIC
7.4.4 Disseminate results to sponsors
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